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Sublime format xml text

The tools don't have to be big to be a great help. One of those little helpers I often use when working with XML and JSON is XML Indentation. This is a plugin for Sublime Text (sophisticated text editor) and will help you turn this &lt;root&gt; &lt;node attr=1&gt;&lt;node attr2=4&gt;&lt;/node&gt;&lt;/node&gt; &lt;node&gt;hello&lt;/node&gt; &lt;/root&gt; on this
&lt;root&gt; &lt;node attr=1&gt; &lt;node attr2=4&gt;&lt;/node&gt; &lt;/node&gt; &lt;node&gt;&lt;/node&gt; &lt;/root&gt; &lt;root&gt; &lt;node attr=1&gt;&lt;node attr2=4&gt;&lt;/node&gt;&lt;/node&gt; &lt;node&gt;hello&lt;/node&gt; &lt;/root&gt; If you are working with JSON, you can do the same and turn it { root: [ { field: val1, field2: val2 }, { arr: [1 , 3, three] }] } {
root: { field: val1, field2: val2 }, { arr: [1, 3, three] }] } into this more readable structure: { root: { field: val1, field2: val2 }, { arr: [ 1, 3, three ] } } } You can install this plugin using package control for sublime text 2 and 3. Select the JSON or XML block you want to indent and call it through the selection menu: That's all you have to do, and you no longer have to work
with long lines of JSON or XML. Try it! turnerbell November 21, 2019, 10:41am #1 Hello active forum members! I need your help and I need to know how to format XML and JSON using Sublime Text. Thanks in advance. 0 Like jfcherng November 21, 2019, 11:44am #2 For JSON, just use javascript formatter. 1 Just like turnerbell November 21, 2019, 12:14 #3
jfcherng: N, just use javasc Thanks @jfcherng! 0 Like Home Categories FAQ/Guidelines Terms of Service Privacy Policy Use Package Control (Preference &gt; Package Control) to install an INDENT XML file. Then you can run the package by pressing Ctl+ shift +P and then entering the indentation of IndentX's xml forgiving indentation plugin for Indent Xml-
inspired Sublime Text, aimed primarily at maintaining the order of attributes and working with invalid content. Supported content types: XML-like content*** Content Available commands IndentX: IndentX: IndentX: IndentX: Convert JSON to YAML IndentX: Unindent IndentX: Report issue Note: IndentX: Convert JSON to YAML should be considered alpha.
IndentX: The indentation command will format xml and JSON as content (estimating content based on the first character&lt; for= xml)= and= can= be= accessed= using= the= following= keyboard= short-cuts= (think= angle= brackets:= control/command= += k= +=&gt;&lt;): Windows: control + k + , Mac: command + k + , Linux: control + k + , XML before
indenting: XML after indenting: IndentX: Indent &amp; format JSON The Indent &amp; format format JSON will try and indent and convert JavaScript-like objects to JSON (e.g. wrapping attributes in and converting ' strings to). It can be accessed using the following keyboard short-cuts (think curly braces: control/command + k + {): Windows: control + k + [
Mac: command + k + [ Linux: control + k [ JSON before and after formatting: Note: If starting with a JavaScript object and you want to maintain the JavaScipt windows:= control= += k= += ,= mac:= command= += k= += ,= linux:= control= += k= += ,= xml= before= indenting:= xml= after= indenting:= indentx:= indent= &amp;= format= json= the= indent= &amp;=
format= json= will= try= and= indent= and= convert= javascript-like= objects= to= json= (e.g.= wrapping= attributes= in= = and= converting= '= strings= to= ).= it= can= be= accessed= using= the= following= keyboard= short-cuts= (think= curly= braces:= control/command= += k= += {):= windows:= control= += k= += [= mac:= command= += k= += [= linux:=
control= += k= += [= json= before= and= after= formatting:= note:= if= starting= with= a= javascript= object= and= you= want= to= maintain= the= javascipt=&gt;&lt;/): Windows: control + k + , Mac: command + k + , Linux: control + k + , XML before indenting: XML after indenting : IndentX: Indent &amp; format JSON The Indent &amp; format JSON will try and
indent and convert JavaScript-like objects to JSON (e.g. wrapping attributes in and converting ' strings to ). It can be accessed using the following keyboard short-cuts (think curly braces: control/command + k + {): Windows: control + k + [ Mac: command + k + [ Linux: control + k + [ JSON before and after formatting: Note: If starting with a JavaScript object and
you want to maintain the JavaScipt &gt; &gt; use the Indent command instead. IndentX: Convert JSON to YAML Command Convert JSON to YAML attempts to convert JSON document to YAML. Since this feature is still very new, my personal experience with YAML is limited, this feature should be considered very alpha. Submit any issues you may have.
JSON before and YAML after conversion: IndentX: Unindent The Unindent command removes comments and white space to format content into a single line. IndentX: Report issue Starts a browser window with the recommended problem structure. How IndentX works uses regular expressions (probably more than it should) to identify tokens: inserting new
lines to increase indentation (start tag/object) indentation reduction (end tag/object) This technique has the following advantages: it does not require valid strict XML or JSON (close enough should be good enough) preserves the installation attribute by using package control. Issues Known issues When upgrading from previous versions of indentx, where
submers are not reloaded, there is a known problem. The solution for this is to restart Sublime Text. Problem reporting: Please report any problems with this plugin with the following sample structure in the body: Problem with command: {command name} Sample input: ''' // provide a sample here ''' Expected result: ''' // indicate the expected result here '''
Alternatively, the Indent command: The report problem starts with a browser with pre-filled content. Last week I tried to make some changes to my WCF service and had to deal with some xml data. The problem was that xml wasn't nicely formatted and I had to point out a few missing information. Normally I would use Notepad ++, but even if I try to do it in
Sublime Text. If you are a new editor you can read my post that describes the basic steps to get started with Sublime Text. As a web developer we often have to deal with unformatted XML and JSON data. Sublime Text has an XML Indext plugin that you can use to format XML and JSON data. The plug-in is available in both ST2 &amp; ST3. Install the Open
Editor plug-in and press Ctrl+Shift+P to open the command palette. Type Install Package, and then press Enter. Type Indent XML. Select the highlighted plug-in, and click Enter. You should receive a message that the plug-in has been installed successfully. Restart the editor. At least I had to. XML formatting Copy the unformatted xml hit Ctrl + K + F. You can
also do this from the Menu option. Formatting JSON Hit Ctrl + K + F. You can also do this from the Menu option. That's all for today. Happy Formatting! I use Sublime Text 2 (with indent XML plugin) to edit XML files. My question is: How do I configure Sublime Text to automatically trigger the XML Indent action right after opening a file .xml *.xml? What is the
goal of the Indent plugin? The short answer is to convert this XML &lt;root&gt;&lt;node attr=1 this: &lt;root&gt; &lt;node attr=1 attr2=4&gt; &lt;node&gt;&lt;/node&gt; &lt;/node&gt; &lt;/root&gt; Looks good? It can also convert this JSON { root: [ { field: val1, field2: val2 }, { arr: [1, 3, three] }] } to this { root: [ { field: val1, field2: val2 }, { arr: [ 1, 3, three ] Can indent
only the selected text - including multiple selections and even mixed XML / JSON selections. It's smart enough to recognize XML or JSON, even if you're editing plain text. Indenting the plugin will not spoil the keyboard shortcuts, because it uses the chord command Ctrl + K, Ctrl + F (that is, hold down Ctrl, press K then press F, release Ctrl) and also available
in the Selection menu. Supported Sublime Text version of Indent plugin supports both Sublime Text 2 and Sublime Text 3 Installation Just use package control and search for indentation xml plugin Use Click tools-&gt;Command Pallette ... (or Ctrl +shift+P if you're a keyboard person) and then chose Indent XML Settings Currently, this plugin does patching the
xml.dom.minidom.CDataSection class in order to fix CDATA padding into the toprettyxml function. This can be disabled in the settings file indent_xml.Sublime settings settings settings settings disable_patch_minidom to true. Feedback and support available on the Github post... is always welcome! Same location - Github License This software is distributed
under an MIT license (see Licenses for details.txt)
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